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Digital Infrared Photography (Photo Workshop)John Wiley & Sons, 2009
"Digital Infrared Photography," an all new guide that illustrates and explores the enchantingly beautiful world of infrared images.

By simply adding a filter to the camera lens, or using a converted camera, digital photographers can capture infrared (IR) images featuring expressive skies, dramatic clouds, and intriguing white...
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Oxford American Handbook of NeurologyOxford University Press, 2010

	The Oxford Handbooks have been an extremely valuable adjunct to the education of physicians in mu tiple areas of medicine in the United Kingdom and in many other countries, principally those with inkages to the educational processes of medicine in the United Kingdom. These books have been less used in the United States, although they have...
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iPad All-in-One For DummiesFor Dummies, 2011

	Slate-style computers have been around for a few years, but it took
	Apple to make them catch on with the general public in a big way when
	it introduced the iPad. This small, less than a pound-and-a-half wonder has
	sold millions of units in its first year for good reason: It’s well designed,
	feature rich, and opens up a world of...
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Designing for Small Screens: Mobile Phones, Smart Phones, PDAs, Pocket PCs, Navigation Systems, MP3 Players, Game ConsolesFairchild Books, 2006

	The design of interactive applications or presentations on small screens can be challenging for the designer. Not all design concepts that are valid on larger screens can be implemented on the small screen. A multitude of different devices with dissimilar technical specifications fall under the category of small- screen interfaces. Devices in...
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HTML & XHTML : The Definitive GuideO'Reilly, 2000

	HTML is changing so fast it's almost impossible to keep up with developments. XHTML is HTML 4.0 rewritten in XML; it provides the precision of XML while retaining the flexibility of HTML. HTML & XHTML: The Definitive Guide, 4th Edition, brings it all together. It's the most comprehensive book available on HTML and XHTML...
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Inductive Logic Programming: 14th International Conference, ILP 2004, Porto, Portugal, September 6-8, 2004Springer, 2004
Napoleon once shot at a magazine editor and missed him and killed a publisher. But we remember with charity, that his intentions were good.” Fortunately, we live in more forgiving times, and are openly able to express our pleasure at being the editors of this volume containing the papers selected for presentation at the 14th International...
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IT Essentials: PC Hardware and Software Companion Guide (3rd Edition)Cisco Press, 2008
The only Cisco authorized textbook that for the IT Essentials: PC Hardware and Software course from the Cisco Networking Academy Program
	New Companion Guide format complements the online curriculum with insight and instruction from Academy instructors   
	A portable reference that supports all the topics in the new...
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A Kick in the Attitude: An Energizing Approach to Recharge your Team, Work, and LifeJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	What Jumper Cables are to A Car Battery this Book is to YOUR Attitude


	"Good old fashioned advice on how to have a great attitude, delivered in a pithy andinteresting way."

	—Karen Leland, bestselling author of Watercooler Wisdom: How Smart People Prosper in the Face of Conflict, Pressure and...
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Final Cut Pro HD Hands-On TrainingPeachpit Press, 2004
As the first volume in Lynda Weinman's acclaimed HOT (Hands-On Training) series to cover Apple's video editing powerhouse, this is the guide you've been waiting for! In these pages, you'll find a series of hands-on tutorials that guide you through all stages of editing video with Final Cut Pro HD. As you follow the book's step-by-step instructions...
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Microsoft Powerpoint 2016: The Complete GuideCreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform, 2015

	PowerPoint 2016 is a presentation program that presents information in the form of slides. This program is developed by Microsoft and was originally called “Presenter” released by another company Forethought Inc. It was originally launched in May 1990 and was and always been a part of the Microsoft Suite. It is popularly known as...
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iPad and iPhone Kung Fu: Tips, Tricks, Hints, and Hacks for iOS 7Pragmatic Bookshelf, 2014

	Printed in full color.

	

	A shortcut straight to power-user level with over 300 tips, tricks, hints, and hacks to make your Apple device the one thing you can't live without. Learn the secrets of FaceTime, Maps, Safari, and Mail. Transform your Apple device into a go-to office tool, as well as tighten security to...
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Computer Forensics: Computer Crime Scene Investigation (With CD-ROM) (Networking Series)Charles River, 2002
The mightiest fortresses in the world can fail, and when that happens all you can do (you being the person responsible for castle security) is figure out what went wrong, what damage was done, and by whom. If the castle was located in the right kind of kingdom--to take a metaphor too far--you can hope to prosecute the perpetrator. Computer...
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